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A great fit for any caravan
Carefree of Colorado has been designing and manufacturing RV awnings for over 40 years.
With the RV industry showing no signs of slowing down, this is a welcome opportunity to
showcase Carefree’s innovative and expansive product line, RV Awnings and accessories for
whatever every type of RV. “We strive to make sure quality, value, performance and style
show through in everything that we do” they say at Carefree.

Words Giorgio Carpi

For 45 years, Carefree of Colorado has
focused on being an awning specia-
list, supplying the North American

recreation vehicle industry and international
caravan markets. This 100 percent focus on
awnings has brought many first-to-market
innovations to caravan builders. It has ena-
bled Carefree to quickly react to current
trends with a comprehensive array of quali-
ty products that are versatile, intuitively easy
to use, and help improve the overall look of
any caravan. Today, Carefree continues to
relish this role in helping manufacturers
create a better caravan experience as it
enhances its relationship with manufactu-

rers around the globe, with a particular
focus on Asia, Australia, Europe, New
Zealand and South Africa. Carefree helps
create a better caravan experience with
long-lasting, trouble-free components,
automated manufacturing and fabric wel-
ding technology. Carefree’s total focus on
awnings ensures products with a better fit
and finish as well as smooth, reliable opera-
tion. Carefree awnings also offer many
attractive features that add value for a wide
range of caravan types and price points.
Because designing and manufacturing
awning systems is all it does, Carefree is very
responsive in providing quick turn-arounds

for on-time delivery of custom as well as
non-custom applications. Carefree offers
more awning models to help meet the
needs and style of any caravan. Choices
include wall and roof mount options, vinyl
and acrylic fabrics, many fabric and hardwa-
re colors, and, for slide-outs, six mounting
options to accommodate many sizes and
configurations. In one way or another,
Carefree aims to make the awning experien-
ce a “wow factor” for the caravan customer.
Following are three products for internatio-
nal markets that fully encompass the four
concepts of quality, value, performance and
style that embody the Carefree brand.
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Fiesta HD
Bedrock quality
Continuous improvement is the mantra of Carefree of Colorado,
even if that includes its best-selling manual awning — the Fiesta.
Fiesta awnings have traditionally featured the most durable
manual arm channels on the market, but the new Fiesta HD
(Heavy Duty) takes awning ruggedness to new heights with
enhanced stainless steel travel locks, remote locks and canopy
clamps — covered by an industry-first five-year warranty.

Longitude 
Value and performance on command
Maximum versatility in a lightweight, highly-featured, good-looking
package is what Carefee’s Longitude power awning delivers for a
very economical price. Carefree innovation is a highlight here, as
shorter arms give the manufacturer great flexibility for installation.
Other exclusive features include no less than six different pitch set-
tings from steep to flat, and arms capable of being adjusted inde-
pendently for maximum shade and water run-off. These adju-
stments can even be retracted with each arm in a different pitch
setting, while the awning retains those settings for the next deploy-
ment. The Longitude’s many features and options include
lightweight, enhanced arm channels, LED lighting and vinyl fabric
with several fabric protection choices. Its low-profile design helps
the Longitude blend attractively into the caravan sidewall, from
which it fully deploys in a single-switch operation. Carefree’s exclu-
sive Bluetooth app allows users to operate the Longitude’s fun-
ctions from their mobile devices for added appeal.

Freedom
Made to fit your style
Carefee’s Freedom awning is a tried and true caravan box
model that can be roof or wall mounted, either powered
or manual, with or without legs. With its smaller case, the
retracted Freedom hugs the side of the caravan for a clean
look. Support legs store neatly in the lead rail. And, if the
awning can’t be fully extended, its deployment can be
stopped at any point and the awning secured in a shorter
position. A telescopic crank handle makes it easy to ope-
rate the manual version. The power version also features
a manual crank as a backup.
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